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Note on the Deformation of the Undulation 
on the River-Bed* 
Yukimasa SAITO 
I. Introduction. 
A landform is changing continuously its shape under the exogenetic processes. 
The development of slopes is one of the chief problem in exogenetic geodynamics 
and its explanation has already been given by many authors. 
In the mathematical theory of erosion, what kinds of model may be selected, it 
must be such that can explain the fact that al shapes on the earth’s surface 
should eventually be reduced to nil by the process of erosion and weathering. 
If we consider a large-scale (macroscopic) deformation of landform in geo・
logical time scale, it may be such that an originally symmetric form will never 
lose its symmetric pattern in the course of the denudation because it may be 
natural to consider that the distribution of the exogenetic agency for denudation 
over a long time interval will be symmetric around a landform. 
W. E. H. CULLING has developed the theory of erosion along similar lines to 
the class.ical Fourier theory of h1eat flow in solids. His basic assumption is that 
the material flow velocity is proportional to the surface gradient and is analogous 
to the assumption made in the theory of heat conduction. Taking the material 
flow for the rate of shear, he got to this assumption on the basis of the fact 
found by SCOTT-BLAIR : an approximate linear relationship between shear stress 
and rate of shear. Here the shear is naturally considered to be proportional to 
the velocity of water flowing down along the slopes and the velocity of water, in 
turn, relates linearly to the surface gradient. 
A. E. SCHEIDEGGER has also treated the origin of degradational slopes under 
the various theoretical postulates which represent specific physical conditions 
expressed in the fo,rm of nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations. 
The usual theories of denudation have been put forward along these lines 
and their main interest is on the development of local large-scale slopes rather 
than the deformation of whole shapes in the course of time. 
But there are many small-scale irregularities on the earth’s surface submerged 
under the water flowing along the constant direction. These irregularities will 
move and deform in far shorter time scale. Also in the Culling’s theory the 
water has of course been considered as one of the factors of erosing agency but 
the rain water and the like flowing down along the slopes have only been taken 
into consideration. Then on the deformation of irregularities submerged under 
the water with considerable depth Culling’s consideration loses its meaning 
because in this case we can not understand the material flow as a creep of 
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the movable cover. 
F. EXNER has treated mathematically the shifting and transformation of the 
two dimensional corrugation on the river-bed by relating it to the concept of 
tl1e continuity of fluid. But by this theory the diminution oi the amplitude of 
corrugation with time has never been explained. 
In this paper we shall treat the same problem by taking both the erosion 
and transformation by the flowing water and the spontaneous mass flow following 
them into consideration. But this theory has also intuitively been formalized 
equally with above-mentioned theories and includes many unknown factors which 
can only experimentally be determined. 
I. Derivation of the Basic Equation. 
By the shear on a river-bed created by the stream, the material of the cover-
age of the river-bed is disturbed and lifted up and is transported. If the velocity 
of the stream decreases, the suspended materials will settle down to the floor. 
In this case on the slopes of each projection, some of the material will roll down 
along the slope. We shall distinguish these two kinds of material movement: 
calling the former as the transportation by the flow and the latter as the spon-
taneous material flow. 
In the following discussion the coordinates are taken as follows : the origin of 
coordinates is taken on the floor, and the axis of coordinates x, y and z are taken 
downstream, to left facing downstream and vertically upwards respectively. We 
shall assume that the free surface of water and the bottom topography are repre-
sented by z==h and z==((x, y) respectively, and all of the conditions are unboun-
ded on x and y directions. Furthermore, it is assumed that the flow is rectilin吃ar
and its velocity (v) is independent of the depth. 
（α） The materials transported by the flow. 
It is often assumed that the weight of the pebbles (w) that can just be moved 
by flowing water is proportional to the sixth power of the velocity of the flow(v). 
Roughiy if we assume tl1at the quantity of material being lifte,d and transported 
by the flow, per unit area of the floor, per unit time, (c) relates linearly to the 
maximum weight that can be moved by the flow, 
C丹、.，w《》v6. ( 1 ) 
The quantity of material transferred across any vertical plane being at a right 
angle to the direction of flow, per unit width, per unit time, (ftr) is equal to 
vc, and 
f廿～匂T
Here, extending this relation, we shall put 
f廿～℃＇~，
where νis assumed to be an integer. 
(2) 
(3) 
In the case where the bottom topography changes in both x and y directions, 
the velocity of the flow also changes in both directions. But here we assume 
that the velocity gradient in the transverse direction of the flow has no relation 
to the erosion or accumulation by the transporting action of the flow. 
(b) The spontaneous material flow. 
The lifting up and settling down of the materials from and on the floor may 
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always be followed by the redistribution of the materials on the floor, and we 
shall assume equally with the Culling’s theory that the material moves downslope 
along a normal to the contours of the surface (n) -the fiow in the z direction 
is nil, as all flows take place on the surface - and the material transferred 
across the contour, per its unit width, per unit time, (/s≫) is proportional to the 
gradient at this point: 
/SP= K ， (4) 
where K is assumed to be constant and represents the mobility of the material 
in the surface cover. 
At every point of the floor a material flow vector is defined with components 
lrosp andんsP. These components are represented respectively by 
8( 
fxs1J= -K一， ( 5)and ox 
8( 
んSP==-K-ay-. (6) 
It should be noted that, as stated above, materials transferred by flowing 
W'ater, irrespective of being suspended in water or rolling along the surface, are 
included in jtr and therefore the spontaneous material flow will relate only to 
the mass movement by the redistribution, which will be independent of the velo・
city of water. In a sense, it may be considered to mean the average of material 
movements by disintegration and sliding of the coverage which may be caused 
intermittently by the direct material transportation by the flow. Actually, the 
spontaneous material flow may have some relation to the shear stress on the 
surface of floor produced by the flow and may di妊erin directions. Then, more 
generally, it may be natural to consider that the value of K depends on the 
velocity of flow and is di妊erentin the x and y directions. 
To derive the b,asic equation we consider an element of area of the river-bed 
at any point P(x, y) vvith edges 2ox and 2oy. T11en, following the usual analysis, 
we find that the rate at which material flows across the plane x-ox in the 
direction of x increasing will ultimately be given by 
2い一安川ly, ( 7) 
and across the plane x+ oy by 
where 
2( fx ＋与州cy,
TT 8( 
ん：＝f tr+ f XSP ：：＝ αuν － Kゴ~＇
provided αis a constant. 
The rate of gain of material is given by the di妊erence,tl1at is, 
θIx I 82( ＿ θu ¥ -4--oxoy-4( K一 一一砂Uν1__:__) oxoy 
J - ¥ ox2 x J J 
Similarly, across the planes y-oy and y+ cy we have 。fvsp ( 
-4~o·xoy--4一一－oxか－4Kτ三－oxかay -
( 8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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The element of area gains material and, therefore, 1elevati1on .at the rate 
4 -¥t-cxty, (12:) 
previded that the e妊ectof such factors ,as compactio,n, etc. is neglected, and so 
θ（ _ ~ Cfz I aん）
8t I ax ,-Dy ）’ (1.3) 
Then, using Eqs. (10) and (11), we have, provided no material is added or sub-
tracted 
θζ － T/ ( (}・2( I f}2( 
at ¥ ox2 &y2 
、 t G匂－ α1〆vv-iーで一一一・
O'X 
(14) 
As, itis ass,umed that al of the ,co・nditions ar,e unbounded on the x aridl y 
directions, and that the flow is rectilinear and its velocity is independent of the 
depth, the equation of continuity can be represented 
v (x., y, t) {h-( (x, y, t)} ==C, (15) 
where C is a ,consttant. Th1en we obtoin 
c av c・ oc (16), (17) v(x y t) - ， ' ' - h-((x,y, t）’ ax (Ii-() 2 8x 
δu αレCν a( 
(18) ανUν－1 二二 ， 
Bx (/i-()V+l flx 
Substituting. this for Eq. (14) we can get the basic equati0n for erosio,n and 
accumulation : 
空ζ ＝K（三笠十三笠、－ αi,Cν 
8t ¥ 8x2 沼 O'y2ノ （h－（）ν＋1
8( 
θx’ 
If h/;>( this. can be reduced to the mo1re simplified eq1uation, that is, 
三ζ ＝K( ＿§！＿ζ＋笠ζ、－ ri三三．
where 
θt ¥ @x2 ・ ＠y2ノ－ ,@x ’ 
(J 二二
ανCν 
hν＋.1 
Solving this e,quation uncler the initia】co・ndition
((x,, y,0う＝ （。（.x, y) for t =:;;o . 
(19) 
(2 0) 
(2,1) 
(22') 
We C'&n get the deformation with time of the p.rojections height of which is neg,li-
gibly simall in cornp1arilson with the depth of water. 
11.. Solution of the Equation. 
It is very easy to obtain th,e sol tつl:
equation governing the variation with time of the temperature fJ in a homogeneous 
isotropic solid within which h’εeat is, generated or ab,sorbed has already been solved. 
T'hat is, in the two-d~mensioinal case the governing equation is 
θ（｝ { ()()2 ()2{} ¥ 
一一＝κ｛一一一＋一一一｝＋tJψ（t). ot ¥ ox2 01)''2ノ (2.3) 
T'h,e solution of this eq nation subj'ect to the initial com.dition 
θ（x, y, O) == 0。（x,y) for t=O (24) 
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exp ψ（-r) d-r 。。
。（α，[j)IS 。（x,y, t) =
4πκf －ーo由 J -o。
×exp 
??
?
??
?
?
? ?
?
??
?
?
??
?? ??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
? ???
??
?
?
?? dαd[3. (25) 
The solution for the case in which there is symmetry about the axis, so that 
θ。isa function of p = (x2+ y2）玄 onlyand then θis a function of ρ＝ (x2+ yりす and
t only, can be represented as follows: 
exp tψ（-r)dr-_£_ 
4κt 
4πκt 
~ (J)(}o((J)）日 (26) θ（p' t) = 
where I。isthe modified Bessel function of the 1st kind and zero order. 
To use these result for present problem, putting 
(= exp （ごと｝・f}( x,y' t)' 
¥ 2Kノ (27) 
and substituting this for Eq. (20) we can obtain the same type equation with Eq. 
(23), that is, 
空ι＝ K（~ι ＋~笠〕 － σ2 θat ＼θx2 ・ 8y2ノ 4K ’
and the initial condition becomes 
／ σx、／ σx ¥ C。（x,y) =exp（一一一 ｝・f}(x, y, O) =exp( －一一ト0。（x,y) 
¥ 2Kノ＼ 4Kノ
／ σx 
and o。（x,y) =exp ( －ττ＼ ・ ( o ( x,_v) . 
Then the solution of this equation is represented by 
(28) 
for t==,O (29) 
(30) 
。＇（X,y, t) ＝」 －；：－； exp ( －~斗
4πKt .I:" ¥ 4K J 
co r C坦
C。（x,y) 
－ー00 J -o。
×exp z ー 〈α－x)2+({3-y)2+ 2σtα 
4Kt 
dαd[3, (31) 
and the solution of the fundamental equation 
(20), can be represented by 
1 I σσ2 
((x, y, t) = A ムTT・ exp( ~x一
of erosion and accumulation, Eq. 
C。〈α，[3)exp - （α－x)2+ ([3-y)2+2σtα1 Idαd[3. 
4Kt j 
(32) × 
， 
As an example, a ch~nge of topography with time has been caluculated 
upon the most simple case where the gradient of topography exists only in the 
x direction. In this case the basic equation and the initial distribution of 
topography are respectively 
空ζ ＝Ka2c ac _ 一一一一σコー，（（x,0）－（。（x) for t==O. (33), (34) 
θt ax2 
The solution for 
C。（x)=Aexp(-b2x2) (35) 
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lS 
( (x, t) == A -_ f σσ2 . … 一一一 ，
2（πKt）γ－.－ ¥ 2K "' 4K .,
× ＼ 00 exn「－（α－x)2+2<Jtα＋4b2Ktα2 ・1α 
oーo .:-l 4Kt J --
- A 一一｛ b2(x-ot) 2
予I4b2Kt+ 1 ---r l 4b2Kt+ 1 (37) 
From this result it will be found that a projection on river-bed will move 
downstream with a constant velocity like a progressive solitary wave, decreasing 
its height and broadening its width at the same time. 
． 
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